University of Washington School of Music and Public Performing Arts

presents

The Contemporary Group

William O. Smith and Stuart Dempster Co-directors

with guest artists from Israel

Emilie Berendsen, mezzo-soprano and David Bloch, piano

March 13, 1985

8:00 PM Meany Theatre

PROGRAM

Tzvi Avni
(b. 1927)

Leda and the Swan (1976)

William O. Smith, clarinet

Emilie Berendsen, mezzo-soprano

Gabriel Iranyi
(1981) \ (b. 1947)

“Until the Day break...”

David Block, piano

Joan Franks Williams
(b. 1930)

In the Fashion we have Invented

for One Another (1978)

Emilie Berendsen, mezzo-soprano; electronic tape

Mark Kopytman
Purpose
(b. 1929)

And a Time for Every

(1979)

Lise Mann, flute

Dan Bruch, trumpet

Greg Powers, trombone

Dan Adams, percussion

Karen P. Thomas, conductor

INTERMISSION

Joan Franks Williams
(1978)

Rudolph Heinmann in Bonn

Stuart Dempster, trombone

Gabriel Iranyi
Aleph (1983)

Emilie Berendsen, mezzo-soprano

William O. Smith, clarinet

Joe Bischel, cello

David Bloch, piano

Karen P. Thomas, conductor